
Julia Kubler has been a practising Intuitive Counsellor and  Colour Therapist since 1991 . 
She is also an  active member of the New Adult Learning Movement and introduces 

relevant   esoteric insights into  her courses. !
Contact Julia: Tel: 01206 396224           
 e-mail: juliakubler@hotmail.co.uk    !

Upcoming Courses with Julia Kubler: 
!

DESTINY LEARNING IV !
February 8th/9th/10th 2019  

(Friday   7.30— 9.00pm  Saturday & Sunday 10.00am—5.00pm) 
  

This weekend workshop is only open to those people who have completed a course in the earlier 
Destiny Learning seminars I, II and III. It brings to a culmination the Destiny Learning process and 

we will work with the following questions: 

What is a genuine initiative, when did I take such a step, what have I learned from it? How 
is it connected to the spiritual world and human evolution? 

We explore the taking of initiatives, which heal and order destiny. We become conscious of how our 
own life’s pathway connects to the development of all human beings and also to spiritual beings.  

  
                                  Cost: £175.00   Limited to 6 people !

UNDERSTANDING YOUR  RELATIONSHIP TO MONEY 

 March 8th/9th/10th  2019  
( Friday eve   7.30pm – 9.00pm, Saturday & Sunday 10.00am – 5.00pm) 

Why is my relationship to money so problematical? 
Why do I never seem to have enough? 

Why am I always in debt? 
Why am I always worrying about money? 

Why do I feel guilty just because I have made good provision for a “rainy day”? 
Am I more of a spender or a saver? 

What is my relationship to karma through money? !
These are some of the questions so frequently asked nowadays. How we get money, how we 

keep it, how we use it are of prime importance in almost everyone’s life. 



We will be working intensely in a small group  and in a practical way to try to bring clarity 
into all these issues. Previous participants have said that this  

workshop has been quite life changing for them in that it has made them more 
conscious in their financial lives. Observation exercises and some artistic work will enhance 

the process. 

Cost £175  Places limited to six 

  !
B R I N G I N G   L I G H T   I N T 0  T H E    D A R K N E S S 
                               
                    April 5th/6th/7th 2019  ( Friday eve   7.30pm – 9.00pm, Saturday & Sunday 10.00am – 5.00pm) 

Rudolf Steiner spoke of the stories of the Great Initiates such as 
Zarathustra/Buddha/Christ/Mani/Rosenkreutz throughout history 
who had a part in the transformation of darkness with the light. !
In this workshop we shall recognise and work with aspects of 

darkness in our lives which need to be transformed with the light 
of insights and understanding and practical exercises into a 

balance of colour for inner development. 
Cost £175.00     Limited to 6 people   

                              

              


